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About FPC
Since 1959, FPC has been helping businesses find and keep their most valuable
asset — talented people. Today, with more than 60 offices and over 150
recruiters, FPC continues to lead the industry and uphold the principles of
professionalism and integrity on which it was established.

FPC consultants
placed over $80
million in salary
into the
workforce in 2019

What We Do
When you contract with FPC to fill your executive, professional or middle
management positions, you benefit from a national network of recruitment
specialists. These professionals—including your personal consultant—have
access to the combined thinking, experience and relationships of our entire office
network, in a wide range of industries and disciplines, across the country and
around the globe.
We built FPC with our clients’ interests at heart—to provide nationwide impact and
yet be personal, flexible and responsive. Integrity, dependability and results have
earned FPC the respect of America’s leading corporations, and we continue to set
standards for the field we helped pioneer. That is why we measure our own
success by the number of clients who repeatedly return to us to fill their staffing
needs.

The FPC Bainbridge Advantage
We bring 30 years of industry expertise to your requirement. We have worked in
Government Contracting within the federal government, with large publicly traded
systems integrators, family owned mid-tier companies, Fortune Global 1000, Tribal,
and small socio-economically disadvantaged companies. We know that the
qualifications of a GOVCON professional are unique to our industry. We make
it our responsibility to seek out the best available candidates, professionally evaluate
them, and present you a highly qualified ready to hire candidate.
From your initial needs analysis to the final negotiations and on-boarding, we are
right there with the resources you need to help you make the right decisions and
the right hire.

FPC offers:
•

•

•

•

Nationwide network. Access more than 65
offices, each with access to high-performing
active and passive candidates.
More resources. Find an extensive talent pool
unmatched by most independent, local and
regional competitors.
Dedicated recruiters. Work with a specialist who
will listen to your requirements and exceed your
expectations, shortening clients time to hire.
Personalized service. Partner with recruiters who
take a personal approach and are committed to
your search.

Positions we fill:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directors/Progam Managers
Lean Six Sigma/Transformation
Business Operations/Excellence
Contracts Management &
Purchasing
CEO/CFO/CAO/CXO/CTO
President - EVP/SVP/VP/AVP
Security Managers
Quality Validation
Facilities Management
HR/OD - Change Management
Sales & Business Development

Better recruitment results begin with FPC

FPC placed me in my current
position as a Senior Financial
Analyst. FPC expertly prepared
me for the interview process and
provided invaluable insight. My
recruiter was always available if I
needed anything at all during the
recruitment process. I highly
recommend the recruiters and
FPC staff if you are in need of
career placement assistance.
Thanks!
~Job Seeker

“My experience with FPC has
been top-shelf. FPC’s
approach to working with
individuals and clients is
outstanding. FPC does an
excellent job of understanding
an individual’s personality,
strengths and professional
interests, and then identifies
companies and opportunities
that are a good fit at the
executive level – much more
than most recruiters. FPC
recruiters are a tremendous
resource, and I am looking
forward to using them now
that I’m a hiring manager.”
~Employer

